
Prairie shop quilts 
Summer Class Schedule   July—September 2012 

UFO’s—Unfinished Objects     Fridays, July 6 and 27*, August 3 and 17, September 7 and 21 from 6 pm to 11 pm 

*Note in July the second UFO will be held the fourth (and not the third) Friday of the month 
Be afraid, be very afraid.  Are they lurking in the closet of your sewing room?  Are they sneaking out from under your bed? 

“They” are all of the UnFinished Objects or UFOs that we all seem to have, and they are multiplying.  Pre-registration is 

required (space is limited) and it’s FREE.  Just bring a snack to share and enjoy 5 hours of uninterrupted  sewing time (you may 

come and go as you please) with your fellow quilters and end the spread of UFO’s in your home!     

Per Class Fee: $0 IT’S FREE   Hostess:  Bonita and the PSQ staff  Level: Everyone 

“Anything Goes”                         Thursdays, July 12, August 9 or September 13 from 6 pm to 9 pm 

Formerly known as “Pick Your Project” this class assists students who need a little extra help with a project or want to start a 

new project.  You decide what to work on, sew at your own pace, learn with guidance, and build relationships with others who 

share a passion for quilting.   

Per Class Fee: $20/per session   Hostess:  Barbara Rippel   Level: Everyone 

Learn How to Long Arm Your Own Quilts 
Long Arm Training—The Basics of Long Arm Quilting 

July 9, 11, 18, or 23 from 10 am to 11:30 am   August 7, 8, 15 or 16 from 10 am to 11:30 am 

July 12,  from 1 pm to 2:30 pm     August 6 from 1 pm to 2:30 pm 

July 17 from 5 pm to 6:30 pm      August 14 from 5 pm to 6:30 pm 

    September 18 from 10 am to 11:30 am  

    September 17, 20 or 27 from 1 pm to 2:30 pm  

    September 11 from 5 pm to 6:30 pm 

If you haven’t taken a turn on our very own Gammill Long Arm, Lucille, now is your chance.  Students can sign up with a friend 

for a group session (just two students) or a one-on-one private lesson with instructor Cindy Krelle as she shows students how 

to wind bobbins, thread Lucille and load a quilt.  Then she instructs students on various techniques for finishing quilts including 

free motion, meander and more.  Each class is 1 1/2 hours long and a half hour of “play”.  Please note:  All students must 

complete Long Arm Training before renting Lucille.  Rental fees for Lucille are $30 per hour (for the first and second time you 

rent/$20 per hour for all rentals thereafter). 

Class Fee: $30 per student (shared)/$45 private lessons  Instructor:  Cindy Krelle Level: Beginner 
 
Quilting With Pantographs on the Long Arm  Mondays, July 16, August 20 or September 17 from 11 am to 12 pm 

Once you’ve learned the basics of Long Arm Quilting and have quilted a few quilts, you will want to advance your skills and 

techniques by learning pantograph quilting.  Pantographs are edge to edge, continuous line designs that are “traced” onto your 

quilt using a laser light.  No thought required, just a steady hand!  Once you’ve quilted with a pantograph, you’ll be finishing 

quilt top after quilt top with the look of a professional! 

Class Fee: $35 private lessons     Instructor:  Bonita Deering/Pat Iozzo  Level: Beginner 

Get it done at PSQ! 

summer Session open house 
Monday, June 18—Sunday, June 24 

  Once again we’re giving you a whole week to get your supplies at a discount! 

  Check out the class samples 

  Register for a class during Open House week and enjoy 20% off your entire  purchase!  

(excluding class fees, sale items and gift certificates) 



Beginners and Up 

How Do I Work This Thing???      Sunday, July 1 from 12:30 pm to 3:30 pm  

        OR Saturday September 22 from 1:30 pm to 4:30 pm 

If you have a new sewing machine, a machine you inherited OR one that has never come out of the box because as much as you 

wanted it, you just don’t know how to work it, then let Claudia show you all the great things your machine can do!  Bobbin 

winding, threading, cleaning, using all those great stitches and more.  This class is HIGHLY recommended for students 

interested in taking The Basics class.  Learn all the things your sewing machine can do! 

Class Fee:  $25    Instructor: Claudia Moore   Level: Beginner and Up 
 

The “Burrito” Pillowcase       Saturday, September 1 from 10 am to 12 pm 
Pillowcases are fun, easy and give you instant gratification!  And, once you learn the “Burrito” method of making a pillowcase, 

you’ll want to make them all day long.  This easy method encloses all seams and is so fast and easy ANYBODY can do it.  This 

class is perfect for kids, too (with a parent’s assistance).   

Class Fee:  $15    Instructor:  Bonita Deering   Level: Beginner and Up 
 

Confident Beginners and Up 
Illusions                      Saturday, July 7 from 10 am to 4 pm 

These quilts are great conversation pieces and very easy to make.  Learn some great techniques and tips while piecing together 

this fun and fascinating quilt. 

Class Fee:  $40    Instructor:  Claudia Moore   Level: Confident Beginner 
 
Invisible (Really!) Applique by Machine      Saturday, July 14 from 12 pm to 4 pm 

Get out the magnifying glass, because that’s what you’ll need to see how this was done!  Caron has won numerous awards with 

her invisible machine applique and she’s willing to share the secrets!  Make one block as in the smaller sample, or go on to make 

the whole quilt! 

Class Fee: $28    Instructor: Caron Carlson   Level: Confident Beginner 
 
Mesh Tote         Saturday, July 28 from 1 pm to 5 pm 

Make a great tote bag using a focus or novelty fabric combined with vinyl mesh to use at the beach, pool or for Halloween 

Trick or Treating.  Very versatile.  Two sizes available and so much fun to make! 

Class Fee: $25    Instructor: Barbara Rippel   Level: Confident Beginner 
 
Hot Diamonds Quilt      Thursdays, August 2 and 16 from 6 pm to 9 pm 

Do the marvelous, colorful, exciting Westminster fabrics that keep arriving at PSQ make your heart beat faster?  Are you 

drawn to them and perhaps have started a collection but you aren’t quite sure what to do with them?  The Hot Diamonds quilt 

may be the answer.  It seems that any and all of the Westminster fabrics play well together and create an explosion of 

color.  We will cut strips, use templates to cut diamonds, play with them on the design wall, sew them into rows and voila…a 

lovely quilt is born!  Hope you will come join the fun. 

Class Fee: $48    Instructor: Connie Pomering   Level: Confident Beginner 
 
Color Falls               Saturday, August 4 from 10 am to 4 pm  

The shop sample is done in rich autumn hues but this quilt is lovely done in runs of fabrics of any flavor.  We will start by 

choosing groups of four fabrics, in runs from light to dark.  The background in the shop sample is black but the choice is 

yours…it’s hard to go wrong.  You don’t need much of any one fabric, except for the background fabric, we will be working with 

2.5” strips, so this could be a good quilt to pull from your stash or use up a jelly roll or two.  The construction is easy and the 

look dramatic…hope you will join us. 

Class Fee: $48    Instructor: Connie Pomering   Level: Confident Beginner 
 
Remarkable Roman Stripes             Saturday, August 11 from 10 am to 4 pm  

Have a collection of fabrics and no idea what to do with them? Have scraps leftover from other projects looking for a home? 

Just want to play with your sewing machine and some beautiful fabrics and not have to work too hard or think too much? This 

is your opportunity! I love this quilt and the amazing variety of possible layouts and variations.   Your quilt will be unique…no 

one else’s quilt will be quite like it. We will start with a demo of the construction techniques for blocks pieced on one side of 

the diagonal and blocks pieced on both sides of the diagonal. We will explore adding prairie points and bobbin work, with fancy 

threads, as the class progresses. This makes a great group quilt as well, because the blocks are trimmed after they are 

sewn...meaning many seamstresses and many machines can successfully come up with the same size blocks. Come join the fun! 

Class Fee: $48    Instructor: Connie Pomering   Level: Confident Beginner 



 
 
 

French Braid Stained Glass    Thursdays, August 23, 30 and September 6 from 6 pm to 8 pm 

French Braid quilts are a combination of a log cabin quilt with the variation of adding cornerstones.  It is a strip quilt with a 

two-sided log cabin with cornerstones.  The black fabric outline gives the effect of a stained glass window.  The results are 

stunning.  These quilts are extremely addictive and versatile.  The pattern book has  lots of options for changing the size of 

the quilt. 
Class Fee: $42    Instructor: Kathleen Herbach   Level: Confident Beginner 
 
Hot Who!                    Sunday, August 26 from 12 pm to 3 pm 

Make up these adorable Owl Hot Pads with coordinating fabrics.  Choose the expressions that fit your mood.  Let me show you 

some short cuts and ways to make it even easier to construct. 

Class Fee:  $21    Instructor:  Kathleen Herbach   Level: Confident Beginner 
 
Lone Star                   Sunday, September 2 and 9 from 12 pm to 3 pm 

This is the easiest Lone Star pattern you’ll find and you’ll always get perfect points and straight seams!  Take a difficult 

looking quilt and make it so easy. 

Class Fee:  $40    Instructor:  Claudia Moore   Level: Confident Beginner 
 

Four Patch Posie      Saturday, September 8 and 29 from 2 pm to 5 pm 

Transform a focus or novelty fabric into a 4-Patch Kaleidoscope quilt that will have you looking for other fabrics that you can 

use to make another 4-Patch Posie creation.  Many different options for setting the blocks will be taught including On Point 

with alternate blocks, Straight Sets with sashing and Log Cabin blocks.  So many fun and creative options are open to this 

quilt. 

Class Fee:  $42    Instructor:  Barbara Rippel   Level: Confident Beginner 
 
Urban Cabin and Dresden Plate     Saturdays, September 8 and 29 from 10 am to 1 pm 

Another great Atkinson Design that gives you 5 different sizes to make this quilt.  A log cabin variation that uses many great 

fabrics along with a light or dark background to show them off.  Fat quarter and jelly roll friendly.  As a bonus with this class 

you will also learn how to make a Dresden Plate with the same strips that are used to make the Urban Cabin.  Two quilts in one! 
Class Fee: $42    Instructor: Barbara Rippel   Level: Confident Beginner 

 

Intermediate 

 
Hollow Cubes Tumbling Blocks                 Sundays, September 16 and 30 from 12 pm to 3 pm 

This is a marvelous, three-dimensional quilt, stunning in any size, one of my favorites!  By choosing a light, a medium and a dark 

value fabric in each of the colors you would like to use, you will be able to achieve the magic illusory look more easily than you 

might expect.   We will strip piece the fabrics before cutting with the Clearview Triangle, a cleverly designed tool from Alicia’s 

Attic, available at PSQ.  The cubes really do look hollow!  Once you’ve learned the techniques for this quilt you can successfully 

make any of the quilts in ABC 3-D, Tumbling Blocks…and More! 

Class Fee:  $48    Instructor: Connie Pomering   Level: Intermediate 
 

Techniques 

Binding 101        Sunday, August 5 from 12 pm to 3 pm 

Your top is pieced, the borders added, the quilt is quilted… now what? We will cover the basics of binding in this three-hour 

class. We will cover how to trim a quilt for binding, how to make straight grain and bias binding and how to attach the binding 

to the quilt with perfect mitered corners. Extras include that wonderful flange of fabric under the binding that adds so much 

punch.  We are hoping that after this class, binding may be your favorite part of the quilt-making process! 

Class Fee: $24    Instructor: Connie Pomering   Level: Beginner 
 
The Basics        Sundays, July 8, 15, 22, 29, August 12 and 19 from 12 pm to 4 pm 

Learn the basic techniques of quilting that will give each student a solid foundation to use as a spring board to more 

complicated projects.  Students will make a sampler quilt of 16 different blocks while learning numerous techniques and 

building a wealth of quilting knowledge.  Students who take this class will have learned the skills to tackle just about any 

quilting technique.  The Basics is an excellent opportunity to start at the beginning no matter how long you’ve been quilting.  

Class Fee: $135    Instructor:  Barbara Rippel   Level: Beginner  
 



Blocks of the Month 

Golden’s Journal/Block of the Month  Saturdays, July 21, August 18 and September 15 from 1 pm to 5 pm 

(Golden’s Journal started in 2011 and is continuing into 2012) 
This 20 block sampler quilt honors life on a prairie farm in the early 1900’s. Enjoy the fellowship of other quilters as we 

construct two blocks each month.  We will choose a setting for our blocks and finish the quilt the last two months. 

Class Fee:  $20  per month  Instructor:  Barbara Rippel   Level: Confident Beginner 
 

Four Seasons at Minglewood   Saturdays, July 21, August 18 and September 15 from 9 am to 1 pm 

(Minglewood started in January 2012 and is continuing through December) 
A beautiful 15 block Christmas sampler quilt that can be finished with a stunning applique center if you choose.  Change it up 

and use other fabrics than the traditional reds and greens. 

Class Fee:  $20  per month  Instructor: Barbara Rippel   Level: Confident Beginner 
 
Applique Affair     Saturdays, July 28, no August class and September 22 from 10 am to 12 pm 

          (continuing monthly for 12 months) 

A beautiful Block of the Month, Applique Affair will challenge and delight any lover of applique.  If you already know how to 

applique, start collecting your fabrics and join us for a wonderful month by month of beautiful applique! 

Class Fee:  $20  per month  Instructor: Leanne Hurley   Level: Confident Beginner 

It’s Party Time at PSQ!  
the ENTIRE month of  

AUGUST! 
PSQ is turning Six this year and we are going to 

party all month long!  Special weekly sales and then 

a blow out birthday bash on Saturday, August 25.  There will be 

goodies in food and fabric, fabulous sales and fun give-aways.  Start 

checking out the website in July for more details and dates for our 

sales and special events. 

 

Everybody loves a party and it’s especially fun when  

YOU get all the presents!  

Hand Quilting        Sunday, September 23 from 12 pm to 3 pm 

Hand Quilting is truly a timeless technique that all quilters should learn.  Even if you are a die-hard machine quilter, some 

quilts just beg for the elegance and simplicity of this wonderful, ageless technique.  

Class Fee: $21    Instructor: Cindy LeTourneau   Level: Beginner 

1911 West Wilson Street ~ Batavia, Illinois  60510 ~ 630-406-0237 

www.prairieshopquilts.com ~ info@prairieshopquilts.com 

M/T/W/F ~ 10am to 6pm  ~  Thursday ~ 10am to 8pm    Sat ~ 10am to 5pm  ~  Sun ~ noon to 4pm 


